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About This Game

Tower Ascent is a Virtual Reality climbing game, where the player is challenged to reach the top of each tower as fast as
possible! Compete with other's times, or take your time finding just the right hand hold to reach the top. Race against your own
best time in each level or team up with a friendly archer in the asymmetrical Helper mode! Master all the levels and reach the

top as fast as you can! Many updates to come!
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Title: Tower Ascent
Genre: Casual, Indie, Racing, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
KitTheNinja, Ate134, FFTG - Nate, Kanestapler
Publisher:
KitTheNinja
Release Date: 7 Sep, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel i5-4590, AMD FX 8350 equivalent or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 970, AMD Radeon R9 290 equivalent or better

Storage: 2400 MB available space

English
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muh boi LeatherIceCream made this. 10\/10 gud game best game.. Good, tough escape room. I hope they get that hint system
done!. 6.99 for 20 minutes of gameplay isnt worth it for me. While this game does deserve multiple plays it isnt worth the price
of the game as even multiple playthroughs seem far to similar to each other.. Just another time waster. Interesting but wait for a
big discount before you buy unless your really into this kind of game.. probs best fighting game i played, and as a dbz fan it
makes it even better, but please no more gokus. https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/channel\/UCXN-fMrzIsWkJaBgq5AdBOA

This is vein hotel, a psychological horror game made by the venerable
\u963f\u5c41PP314, which translates to \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665PP314.' I'm not joking.

Vein Hotel isn't some thrown together game guru\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 I mean, it is thrown together,
but it's got some ideas as well.

Well, just one idea actually; it's about bullying essentially. You're play as a school boy that\u2019s stuck in a nightmare where
the bully keeps following you around and there's no way out and the teacher can't help you.

The bully looks like a bigger version of you though, and there's some ginger kid that crops up too so I think it might be some
kind of hellish punishment style thing for the player character for being a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665to the ginge.
I don\u2019t know, at least it's got some kind of story underlying it, which automatically makes it 10 times better than most
steam new releases trash.

But! Is it scary? Uh, no not really, its jumpy cause of all the jumpscares and chairy cause of the chair scares and nightmarey
cause of the screen tears but I wouldn\u2019t call it scary. It has got some weirdass visuals which I can always appreciate
though. I mean there's not a terribly large amount of effort put into the details but most of its effective enough.

It didn\u2019t make me angry playing it which is always nice. Well for the first part at least, once I got to the maze section I
became immensely bored and frustrated. You have to find 8 of these billboard things and my god it took me
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665in half an hour. And it\u2019s a real shame too cause up until that point the game had been
blistering along at an excellent pace, I was almost impressed actually.

But, they had to screw it up didn't they? Sigh. There is honestly nothing worse than a maze designed by an idiot. Oh wait no, I
take that back, a platforming section designed by an idiot is far, far worse and the maze is followed immediately by just such a
thing...

Oh vein hotel, you were almost playable. This was so close to being a recommendation but I can't in good conscience point
people towards this game knowing how tedious it is when you get to the maze, I can't overemphasise it. You almost had it vein
hotel, then you decided to be garbage like the rest of the steam new releases. :(. I just got my Vive and wanted to explore a
relaxing enviroment. That's exsactly what I got, it's happy, a little spooky but in a inviting way. The atmosphere makes it clear
the game is glad to have you here. It's like going on a imaginary adventure when your a kid, everything is so happy and at your
own pace.

My recommendation is to not try to "beat" this game, instead take your time and enjoy it. There is no rush, and if you try to rush
through the game you'll be left with a source taste in your mouth because the game is so short. But if you instead really take
everything in you'll get a nice walk through a friendly cavern.
. Fun with friends.. Pleasant enough. You get to ride down a river (good water graphics) while looking at tree covered hills
(average graphics even with clarity turned up), but if you set the time of day to dusk you really dont notice.

The only thing letting it down is the music. It sounds like something you would get at the end of a really emotional movie, you
know the one where they saved the world but one of the main characters died.... anyway you cannot turn it off and it is on
perpertual loop. Spoils the serenity of the thing.

Will play with this occasionally on mute, and pipe some classical music thru my stereo instead.... Hi there. I bought this product
from Steam on 22 Septemebr 2015 and it is successfully installed in the Steam Library. However, when I load Friday Harbor,
the runway is non-existent and on take-off the aircraft is buried completely in sand with no sign of any updated graphics
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anywhere in the airport area as advertised. I have been trying absolutely everything to find a solution to the problem and even
applied for a refund from Steam, which was refused as I exceed the time limitation.

I am very disappointed to say the least but, would appreciate advice on how the problem can be resolved as I would really like to
get the programme up and running correctly. Maybe a complete reinstallation of the product could be the answer.

I look forward to a reply asap.

Regards

Doug Welsh
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Very charming little platformer. I spent hours roaming the world of the game, getting all the achievements, and finding all the
numerous secrets it hides.
I learnt about the game on Twitch where the developer (very cool guy) worked on the game live, which is very interesting to
watch.
There's a scoreboard for the fastest completion time. I have the record at the time of this writing. Try to beat me!. The changes
to the music is absolutely minimal, ill-suited for the time period, and has dubstep. Enough said.. Absolutely boring. I gave up at
the opening.. I know I haven't played for much but this game is truly \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing amazing. Alpha & Early
Access but really nice, good job guys. But one thing to mention tho, the walls; they completely stop me ability from seeing my
character and it's kinda annoying.. I absolutely love this game, completley worth the money, amazing content and visually
entertaining. Everything about this game is amazing in my opinion. The only thing I would love to see added is an option for
more "realistic zombies" so they atleast have 3D cardboard models and walk with lets and hand movements, then the game
would be the best VR game hands down.. Remember good old Breakout? Simple bat and ball games, clearing the screen of all
blocks with that ball?
Well this is that game with lots of twists! Satisfying and fun to play, nice mechanics letting you change the direction of the ball a
little, a special emergency weapon thing to help clear out pesky blocks, and even bosses! Also nice techno/electrical music to go
along with it.
So if you like Breakout games with a twist, give this one a look!. Its worth a dollar.. enter room .. no one there .. start looting a
bag\/closet\/box .. next sec someone hit me from back ... press esc to stop looting .. another hit ... switch to club... another hit ...
turn around .. another hit ... you`re dead ... god(devs) create zombies from air in a sec you start looting in EMPTY room ... and
that sh.. happening last year or more .. still did not fix that ... i love this game but this bug is frustrating ... and of course zombies
are like ninjas .. move silently till they hit you, and then start screaming ... i realize this is a game but put some reality in it for
god sake .... Constantly crashes and definitly not worth the money. Some of the cards don't work like they should, ignoring the
rules or not working when they should. Nine times out of ten the AI will draw the same few cards in the first turn, making them
feel horribly scripted and unfair.

If you want to buy this game anyways - here my advice:
do not start it right after a crash (it will happen once every 10-20 min) and don't play against the same duelist twice in a row -
that will make things even worse, crashing the game within the first two turns...
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